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Chapter 7 

 
 

SUMMARY, GENERAL DISCUSSION, AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
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Even though years of research have advanced our understanding of idiopathic pulmonary 
fibrosis (IPF), the expanded knowledge on risk factors and mechanisms has not yet resulted in 
effective treatments to control or cure this irreversible and progressive disease. In patients 
with IPF, an aberrant wound healing response results in an extracellular matrix (ECM) with 
altered biochemical and biophysical properties. As key regulators of the wound healing 
response, macrophages should be able to prevent or resolve fibrosis by regulating the 
production and degradation of ECM proteins. However, the impact of direct interactions 
between (fibrotic) matrix and macrophages on the macrophages’ ability to orchestrate the 
wound healing response is still unclear, and therefore the focus of this thesis.  

Numerous studies have investigated the effect of (fibrosis-related) microenvironmental 
changes on macrophage polarization and behavior (reviewed in Chapter 2). Biochemically, the 
excessive deposition of ECM proteins such as collagens, fibronectin, periostin, and 
glycosaminoglycans affects macrophage polarization, mostly through integrin-related 
signaling. The biochemical changes of the ECM are consequently affecting the biophysical 
properties of the tissue, such as stiffness and microstructure. Macrophages are able to sense 
and transduce these biophysical changes through receptors such as Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), 
ion channels like Transient receptor vanilloid-type 4 (TRPV4), and integrin-related signaling. 
However, the subsequent macrophage response is often assessed based on the expression of 
only a few markers, which only provides limited information on the functional pro- or 
antifibrotic behavior of macrophages. Furthermore, many conflicting results are described in 
literature and therefore it is difficult to translate the current knowledge into a better 
comprehension of macrophage-matrix interactions in the fibrotic response.  

Part of the problem is the challenge to mimic fibrosis-related microstructural and 
biophysical ECM changes in vitro, in order to study cellular responses. In Chapter 3, a collagen 
type I-based in vitro model was developed to investigate the response of alveolar-like 
macrophages to collagen layers with varying morphology and stiffness. Although effects of 
substrate stiffness on macrophage behavior have been described before (reviewed in Chapter 
2), we did not find any influence of substrate stiffness on macrophage polarization in the range 
tested. However, the collagen morphology did affect macrophage shape, behavior, and 
marker expression. Macrophages cultured on fibrous collagen transmigrated more and 
showed higher expression and secretion of Ym1, a murine marker of pro-healing 
macrophages. In contrast, macrophages cultured on globular (non-fibrous) collagen had 
higher expression of CD206, the mannose receptor that is involved in collagen degradation 
and known to be higher expressed on alveolar macrophages from patients with IPF [1,2]. The 
changes in marker expression, shape, and behavior where rather subtle and did not indicate 
a full switch in macrophage phenotype. However, this observation could be biased, as the 
number of markers investigated was limited. To get an unbiased view of the pathways 
involved in the observed macrophage responses, we applied a proteomics approach in 
Chapter 4. Interestingly, we found that the presence of collagen type I already affected the 
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macrophage proteomic signature, especially the expression of proteins related to macrophage 
metabolism, when compared to macrophages cultured on uncoated tissue culture plastic. In 
addition, several morphology-related effects were found that could explain the previously 
observed changes in macrophage shape, marker expression, and behavior. Although the two 
collagen morphologies of this in vitro model are not directly translatable to the in vivo 
situation, this research did reveal that alveolar-like macrophages are sensitive to 
morphological changes of collagen type I and provided interesting new candidates that may 
play an unexpected role in macrophage-matrix interactions and macrophage polarization. 
Future studies will verify the significance of these candidates and their possible contribution 
in fibrotic responses. 

Although progress has been made over the last years, the knowledge on the exact 
microstructural ECM changes in fibrosis is still limited. In Chapter 5, we used a collagen 
hybridizing peptide to visualize the amount of structurally disrupted collagen present in lung 
tissue from patients with IPF and controls. This collagen hybridizing peptide can only bind to 
collagen molecules when the characteristic triple helix is not intact due to denaturation [3]. 
Previously, higher levels of denatured collagen have been visualized in mice with bleomycin-
induced pulmonary fibrosis as compared to controls by using this peptide [4]. We now 
confirmed that lung tissue from patients with IPF also contains higher levels of denatured 
collagen, indicating that extensive collagen remodeling is taking place. This finding is raising 
the question whether macrophages are able to recognize and respond to this denatured 
collagen in vivo. Therefore, we also investigated the levels of denatured collagen in 
decellularized lung tissue and the IPF-related higher levels of structurally disrupted collagen 
were preserved after decellularization. This finding paves the way for studying the in vitro 
responses of lung macrophages to IPF-related collagen denaturation by making use of this 
decellularized lung tissue. 

A major issue when studying macrophage-matrix interactions is the incomplete 
understanding of macrophage polarization. Over the years, the general consensus progressed 
from two different phenotypes (M1 vs. M2) to a full spectrum of macrophage activation [5]. 
However, especially the initial mechanisms of macrophage activation, which are extremely 
relevant in macrophage-matrix interactions, are not well studied. Another issue when 
investigating the effect of biochemical and biophysical ECM properties on macrophage 
polarization is the lack of fully controlled in vitro systems that allow the application of and 
control over biochemical and biophysical stimuli. For example, culturing macrophages on 
tissue culture plastic already provides a biophysical stimulus (a stiff surface) that may affect 
the macrophage response to any applied biochemical stimulus. In Chapter 6, we showed that 
an optical tweezers-based system can be used to study macrophage activation upon a 
particular stimulus on a single-cell level with very high spatiotemporal resolution. By trapping 
a single macrophage in the optical tweezers, we can remove biophysical stimuli coming from 
a surface or cell-cell contact. A microfluidics system allows us to activate the macrophage with 
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a biochemical stimulus, while imaging their immediate response using a confocal fluorescence 
microscope. With this approach, we were able to show that macrophages respond to PMA 
stimulation by increasing the levels of reactive oxygen species within seconds. Interestingly, 
the kinetic response of trapped macrophages was faster compared to macrophages analyzed 
using established techniques such as flow cytometry and live-cell fluorescence imaging. As the 
optical trap itself did not interfere with the levels of reactive oxygen species, it is likely that 
factors such as the presence of a stiff cell culture surface or cell-cell contacts are responsible 
for the delayed macrophage response measured using the established techniques. This 
observation once again emphasizes the importance of the microenvironment in macrophage 
responses. In the future, this optical tweezers-based system will allow us to visualize the initial 
responses of trapped macrophages to single (fibrosis-related) biochemical and biophysical 
stimuli, such as cytokines and particles with varying biophysical properties, and ultimately the 
integration of simultaneous stimuli.  

 

The impact of macrophage origin and in vitro culture conditions on study outcome 

As briefly mentioned before, many conflicting results are described in this field of research 
and this is likely caused by differences in experimental design (also discussed in Chapter 2). 
One complicating factor when studying macrophage polarization is the existence of 
macrophages with different origins. In vivo, macrophages are either derived from embryonic 
progenitors (i.e. self-renewing tissue-resident macrophages) or derived from monocytes, and 
their role in tissue homeostasis is distinct [6]. To complicate things further, it has recently been 
shown that monocyte-derived macrophages can also adopt a phenotype similar to tissue-
resident macrophages [7,8]. Mostly monocyte-derived macrophages, obtained from 
immortalized (rodent) cell lines or by differentiating monocytes isolated from human blood, 
are used for in vitro experiments. Tissue-resident macrophages are more difficult to acquire 
in adequate numbers, as they need to be isolated from precious (human) tissue. For the work 
described in Chapter 3&4, we were fortunate enough to have access to self-renewing, mouse 
fetal liver-derived macrophages that functionally resemble alveolar (tissue-resident) 
macrophages [9]. In retrospect, performing the same experiments with monocyte-derived 
macrophages in parallel would have yielded valuable insights into the sensitivity of these two 
distinct macrophage types to matrix changes and their subsequent responses. An additional 
complicating factor in fibrosis-related research is that macrophages found in fibrotic areas are 
phenotypically different and may not respond to stimuli or therapeutics in the same way as 
macrophages in healthy tissue [10,11]. In general, more frequent, simultaneous use of 
different types of macrophages in experiments would greatly improve our understanding of 
origin- and disease-related differences in macrophage phenotype and behavior. 
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In addition to macrophage origin, also in vitro culture conditions can greatly influence 
macrophage responses, as shown in this thesis. In Chapter 3 we indicated that the presence 
of collagen type I already polarizes alveolar-like macrophages to a more anti-inflammatory 
phenotype. The morphology of collagen type I, modulated by changing the collagen-coating 
conditions, had additional effects on macrophage polarization (Chapter 3&4). Also fiber 
diameter, alignment, and density have been described to affect macrophage polarization [12–
14]. ECM coatings are often applied in cell culture flasks to improve cellular viability and 
adhesion, but the coating conditions are not always kept constant and may therefore affect 
cellular responses. Furthermore, variables such as cell density and spatial confinement can 
influence the phenotype of macrophages [15,16]. In Chapter 6, we found indications that cell 
density and/or the presence of a stiff cell culture surface are also interfering with the kinetics 
of macrophage responses. Response kinetics are very important in macrophage biology, given 
their plastic nature. Macrophage responses to surfaces with varying biochemical and 
biophysical properties are often studied within a few hours or days after seeding. In Chapter 
3&4, we chose to study macrophage responses to different collagen morphologies three days 
after seeding. However, in the context of fibrosis, it is extremely relevant to look at 
macrophage behavior after longer culture times. Whereas pro-inflammatory responses are 
often observed initially, this may switch to a pro-repair/pro-remodeling phenotype after a few 
days, as it would during a normal wound healing response. With that in mind, the addition of 
another time point around 7-14 days would have allowed us to take into account both early 
and late macrophage responses to the studied matrix changes.  

Taken together, it is inevitable that the variation in macrophage origin and in vitro 
culture conditions contributes to the conflicting results described in literature. At all times, it 
needs to be kept in mind that these parameters can greatly affect the outcome of cellular 
experiments and therefore they need to be fine-tuned carefully depending on the research 
question and compared to previous studies, especially when working with highly plastic cells 
like macrophages.  

 

The importance of assessing functional pro- or antifibrotic macrophage behavior 

When studying macrophage responses, the expression of a limited number of genes or 
proteins is often used to determine their polarization, as we did in Chapter 3. With the 
knowledge that macrophages can polarize into a full spectrum of macrophage activation, it is 
impossible to fully grasp their phenotype based on a few markers. Techniques that provide a 
full picture of macrophage responses, such as RNA sequencing and proteomics (as applied in 
Chapter 4), are helpful in identifying players involved in an unbiased way. However, 
differential expression on the RNA level does not necessarily result in different protein levels, 
and differential protein expression does not always lead to changed pro- or antifibrotic 
macrophage behavior. More frequent use of functional read-outs of macrophage polarization, 
such as matrix-degradation assays and the macrophages’ modulating effect on other cell 
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types, is needed to help us understand how phenotypic changes result in actual pro- or 
antifibrotic behavior. 

 

The optimal approach to study macrophage-matrix interactions in the context of IPF 

As for most pathologies, it is rather challenging to unravel fibrotic processes in vitro. The lung 
ECM and especially the fibrosis-related changes are difficult to mimic. Even though engineered 
in vitro models (like in Chapter 3&4) are useful to find clues on how specific matrix properties 
affect macrophage polarization, the use of decellularized (fibrotic) lung matrices (Chapter 5) 
seems to be most promising to study interactions between macrophages and the (fibrotic) 
matrix. Together with more frequent use of primary macrophages, as analysis of a limited 
number of macrophages is now facilitated by more accessible single-cell technologies, this 
approach has the potential to improve the in vivo translatability of research findings. 

 

Concluding remarks and future perspectives 

The experimental work in this thesis was mainly performed in the context of IPF, and therefore 
alveolar-like macrophages and human lung tissues from patients with IPF and controls were 
studied where possible. However, the findings in this thesis can also be of great value in other 
fields of research, such as different types of fibrotic interstitial lung disease and fibrotic 
conditions in other tissues and organs. Additionally, this knowledge could be applied in other 
pathologies that are associated with ECM changes and aberrant macrophage polarization, 
such as atherosclerosis and cancer. The biomaterials field should also consider taking our 
findings into account when coating implants with ECM proteins to induce the optimal 
macrophage response upon implantation.  

Based on current literature and this thesis, it is without doubt that macrophages are 
able to sense changes in their microenvironment and subsequently change their phenotype. 
However, future research should focus on a better understanding of fibrosis-related ECM 
changes as well as macrophage polarization to improve the development of relevant models 
and thereby the translatability of in vitro findings. The use of more functional readouts of 
macrophage behavior, such as their matrix-degrading capacity or their ability to stimulate 
myofibroblasts, will help us to clarify whether induced changes in polarization are favorable 
or disadvantageous in the fibrotic response.  

Coming back to the analogy of macrophages as conductors of the wound healing 
response, an improved understanding of macrophage-matrix interactions and the subsequent 
(anti-)fibrotic responses will help us to decide whether we need to provide the conductor 
(macrophage) with hearing aids (to improve recognition of and response to aberrant ECM) or 
earplugs (to dampen or prevent excessive responses). However, due to the universality of 
mechanisms that have been proven to play a role in macrophage-matrix interactions thus far, 
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undesired systemic effects are to be expected when targeting these mechanisms. It is 
therefore likely that localized and macrophage-specific targeting methods will be needed to 
successfully modulate macrophage behavior in IPF and beyond. Nonetheless, first a better 
understanding of fibrosis-related ECM changes and functional macrophage polarization is 
required to clarify the exact role of macrophage-matrix interactions in orchestrating the 
fibrotic response.  
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